Abstract
We present an assistive healthcare platform, CARE, which aims to provide daily support for elderly caregivers with context-aware, unobtrusive, and actionable information. This information is collected through a plethora of IoT sensors installed strategically at an elderly care centre and is accessed through an Android tablet application. The application’s goal is to empower nurses with a better understanding of elderly needs and ultimately, improve the care service. We investigate how IoT devices and sensors can enable a pervasive healthcare system, and discuss a wide-range of important parameters for integration of elderly care practices.
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Introduction
A pressing concern for global healthcare services is the rapidly aging population. People aged 60 years and older are now the fastest growing group [8], resulting in additional healthcare needs. The need for elderly
primary care services is expected to be significant in the near future [3]. Elderly care has suffered from high turnover rates, resulting in a declining quality of care [12]. Noteworthy, this quality decline is directly linked to occupational burnout of care personnel due to high workload and stress [4]. Information and communications technology (ICT) is a valuable tool to improve healthcare personnel effectiveness [11]. Consequently, ICT can help enhance elderly care [6], and reduce operational healthcare costs [1].

Related Work
Tentori et al. [11] evaluated a mobile and wearable activity monitor, that measures patients' behavioural patterns. Nurses are notified on relevant information through a cellphone and a wearable (armband). Their findings suggest that such systems can improve health care services by increasing efficiency, reducing errors, and raising awareness to patients' needs. Furthermore, the system was generally perceived as useful. It is possible to infer individual personality traits and measure the performance of a group through sensors [9], e.g., a study conducted at a hospital in Boston collected data on physical activity, speech activity, face-to-face interaction, and physical proximity. The researchers were able to estimate the daily average duration of a patients’ stay and number of delays using machine learning. Bravo et al. [2] developed an information retrieval system using mobile phones and NFC technology. Information on a patient’s prescriptions and health status is collected by touching a patient’s tag with a phone. Reducing the time spent on information management enables the nurses to focus on the patients, which in turn increases the care quality. Chu et al. [7] developed a data hiding method for smart devices, which enabled them to hide and encrypt sensitive sensor data, e.g., medical data, into other sensor carrier streams. This enables them to act as automation controllers for sensitive sensor data.

System Design
The main objective for the system is to provide relevant information to the nurses, assisting them in making better informed decisions throughout their work day. This potentially encourages efficient use of available technical resources and sensors and ultimately improves the quality of care for the patients. The system, CARE [5], is organised into five distinct components, as seen in Figure 1. The sensor infrastructure (devices 1-3 in Table 1), is responsible for capturing fine-grained everyday data on changes in the context (e.g., activity of user, ambient room temperature). Data is transmitted to automation control units (device 4 or 5 in Table 1), and offloaded to the cloud for further processing. The server processes the data, depending on the source (e.g., raw sensors data) before it is stored. This reduces storage requirements for CARE. A custom designed Android application runs on miniature Android PC's (e.g., Remix Mini) and tablets. The application provides the nurses with actionable information regarding the (patient’s) context in the care centre. The information is displayed on the tablets, monitors in patients’ room, and a TV in the lounge area during daily meetings. We scaled CARE to the size of a collaborating care centre which is approximately 440 square meters, and consists of 14 patient rooms, two hallways, a public lounge and kitchen area. Figure 2 displays an overview of the installation points marked with letters corresponding to the description.
A. **Bed Sensor**

Each bed is equipped with an Estimote Sticker\(^1\). This is a small (3 mm thin) and lightweight BLE (Bluetooth Low Energy) beacon which broadcasts contextual data (e.g., orientation, accelerometer) using the Nearable protocol \([10]\). As the patient enters or exits the bed, the event will be measured by the sticker and the data will be communicated to nearby devices. This sensor enables nurses to infer whether a patient is in bed, whether they have fallen out of bed, and number of hours slept.

B. **Chromecast**

A Chromecast is connected to the TV in the main lounge. This enables the nurses to view patient data from the application on a large monitor during handover meetings.

C. **Raspberry Pi 3**

A Raspberry Pi 3 act as an automation controller for the ThingseePODs. It receives the sensor data from the Thingsee Wirepas \([13]\) mesh network and transfers it to our database.

D. **Nurse Sticker**

To monitor the nurses’ workflow and interactions with patients, we equip them with Estimote Stickers. As this beacon actively broadcasts in a small proximity, we can infer the location of the nurses throughout the facility. The broadcast is detected by the present Remix Minis, and proximity is deducted based on the RSSI values. Based on this data the application can notify the user when a patient has not been in proximity of a nurse for an extended period (\(i.e.,\) there has been no check-up).

E. **Room Sensor**

The patients living rooms are also equipped with an Estimote Location Beacon. This is a larger and more advanced version (\(e.g.,\) extra sensors and functionality) of the Estimote Sticker. The device is installed on the wall and measures ambient light and the room temperature. Consequently, it can detect if a patient has forgotten to close their window or turn off the lights during night. This simplifies the nightly room inspections for the nurse.

F. **Room Display**

A 19” monitor is mounted in the living room to display relevant information (\(e.g.,\) status, hours of sleep tonight, time since last shower, number of check-ups today) regarding the patients when the nurses are near.

G. **Shower Sensor**

A rugged and waterproof IoT device named ThingseePOD\(^2\) is installed in each patient's bathroom. The unit has a range of built in sensors and communicates with other PODs using Wirepas Connectivity \([13]\), enabling an adaptive multi-hop mesh network topology. We utilise the humidity sensor to detect when patients shower. As a result, the nurses no longer have to keep track of this task and will be reminded when the task needs to be completed.

---

\(^1\) [www.estimote.com](http://www.estimote.com)

H. Remix Mini
We install multiple Remix Mini\textsuperscript{3} at the care centre to receive BLE broadcasts from the beacons. The Android computer act as an automation controller and receives data from both the infrastructure and personnel. One Remix Mini is also connected to the living room monitor and is responsible for presenting information.

I. Toilet Sensor
In order to detect when a patient goes to the toilet, an Estimote Sticker is attached to the actuator. It will detect the accelerometer changes when the button is pushed. Resultantly, the application can warn nurses when the patient has not visited the toilet for a prolonged period.

J. Patient Sticker
Similarly to the nurses, we equip patients with Estimote Stickers to monitor their context. This enables the nurses to better understand patients wellbeing, by having an overview of their activity, when they last moved, location, time spent socialising, and activity level through the application.

---

\[\text{Figure 2. Floorplan of the care centre with key installation points marked.}\]

\textsuperscript{3} \text{www.jide.com/mini}
We design an Android application that runs on tablets provided to the nurses (Figure 3). The top view shows an overview of all the patients residing in the facility and displays: patient's name, picture, current location (approximate), amount of activity (e.g., sedentary, moderate, active), pressing tasks (e.g., 5h since last check-up), and other important information/notes (e.g., only slept 3 hours tonight). In the bottom view, we show a historical overview of a specific patient for the last week, month and year. This overview is imperative to visually identify potential trends in the patient’s behaviour, health, and overall wellbeing. For example, if the patient starts to slowly isolate herself over time, this tendency will be visualised in the ‘Time spent socialising’ section. The application can therefore raise awareness to patients’ needs that would otherwise go unnoticed.

**Discussion**

In comparison to previous work, we do rely on wearables and manual input of contextual data [11] or interaction with NFC tags [2]. CARE's infrastructure intends to raise awareness of the residents’ needs, ensuring they receive the required care, e.g., if the resident has not moved for a long time (i.e., danger of bedsores) or been checked upon recently, the application can inform the staff. As there are monitors in each of the residents’ rooms, their information is displayed when the nurses are nearby. This allows the worker to continue their task at hand, without interacting directly with the system, hands-free. When the nurses are on the move, they can simply bring the small tablet with them. The nurses are never forced to use the application, and it is meant as an optional, but always available tool. It does not require manual input. We consider these as key parameters for a system like CARE to work and have a significant impact in elderly care practices. The nurses are already overloaded, and adding more to that would be counterintuitive, and unreasonable. Moreover, by measuring nurse-patient interactions and time in care, one can assess care bottlenecks problems and identify future areas of improvement. The management can utilise this data to make strategic decision about the operations of the care home and recruitment needs. We rely on off-the-shelf sensors with a very long battery lifetime (over one year) with continuous and predetermined sampling rates. Consequently, the infrastructure requires very little maintenance, can collect data for extended periods and does not interfere with existing tools.

**Conclusion**

This paper describes a context-aware assistive infrastructure for elderly care, CARE. CARE monitors context changes and provides sensible information for elderly care staff through a custom designed Android tablet application. This information allows the nurses to make faster and informed decisions, in a continuously challenging and hectic work environment. We argue that by enabling the nurses’ awareness of the patient needs, one can help enhance their efficiency, and improve the overall care services. Our initial results are promising. We conducted a proof-of-concept implementation of CARE to ensure that all components work as a whole. However, the focus of this paper is on the requirements elicitation for our sensing infrastructure, its functionality, and the opportunities it presents. Therefore, it is qualitative in presentation. In a future publication, we shall present a longitudinal evaluation of CARE, its performance and developed algorithms for understanding elderly care environments and elderly needs.
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